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	MOTION: On
	FOR INFOMRATION: Off
	UNANIMOUS: Off
	NOT APPLICABLE: Off
	INSERT TITLE: I-9 Policy on Goal Setting and Reporting for Executives and Managing Director
	INSERT DATE: 23/04/2021
	BE IT RESOLVED or Brief Summary: BE IT RESOLVED THAT on the recommendation of the Governance Committee, Council update the Policy on Goal Setting and Reporting for Executives and Managing Director  (I-9) as presented.
	MOVED: Sebastian Cooper
	SECONDED: Ryan Wong
	Name and Title: Sebastian Cooper, Chair, Governance Committee
	COMMITTEE: [Governance Committee]
	EXECUTIVE: [Select]
	Committee Check: Yes
	Executive Check: Off
	Supported By (Name, Title): 
	Yes: 5
	No: 0
	Attachments: 1.  Attachment #1: Amendments to #I-9
	Description and Rationale: Several amendments are being suggested to the Executive Goals portion of I-9. Some amendments are aimed at ensuring that outgoing executives provide greater support to incoming executives in the goal-setting process. Another change is to ensure that the Executive Committee is better placed to ensure that the goals are coordinated. To make it easier for Council to evaluate and provide feedback on goals, we have set a standard that they be brief and succinct, using quantitative measures where possible.Govcomm also recommends amending I-9 to include the Managing Director's goals and department plans. The aim is to better support the long-term and institutional goals of the AMS, and to ensure that the Executives are aware of the Society's department's priorities. It also introduces a mechanism to ensure there is an adequate method of creating, evaluating, and providing feedback on the annual goals of the MD.
	Benefits: Greater support for the goal=setting process of incoming executives.More measurable goals, so that Council may better evaluate executive performance.Greater awareness amongst executives of the priorities of the Society's departments and management, and an ability to communicate those priorities to Council.
	Risks: Given the institutional level of these changes, Council should monitor the goal setting process to ensure there are no unintended harms.
	Costs: N/A
	Timeline: Immediate - so that incoming execs' goal setting process is informed by the revised version.
	Consultation: Executive Committee, Managing Director, Senior Manager (Human resources 


